NUTRAFIN PROFEED INSTRUCTIONS

The PROFEED is a convenient programmable fish feeder. It can be programmed for up to 2 feedings per day (P1 & P2). To program the first feeding time press the P1 button until you see the “LED” light come on. Once programmed, the feeding will take place everyday at the same hour. To program the second feeding time repeat the steps for the first timing while pressing P2. For additional feedings and to verify the functions of the unit, the manual button (M) can be used. Simply press “M” and a full rotation will occur.

In order to verify if “Feeding 1” has already been programmed, press and release the “P1” button. If the “LED” light comes on, it means that the first has already been programmed. If the “LED” light does not come on and the feeder starts rotating, it means that no feeding time is set. If the PROFEED doesn’t maintain the programming, replace the batteries.

To reset the programmed feeding times, simply press P1 & P2 buttons simultaneously. Hold for a few seconds until the “LED” light goes off. (2AA batteries- not included).

DO NOT USE RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES

Note: The feeding times have to be programmed every time the batteries are replaced.